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THE EVOLUTION OF RIPARIANISM IN THE UNITED STATES

JOSEPH W. DELLAPENNA*

I. INTRODUCTION

Water allocation in the United States generally is governed by state law rather than federal law.1 Because of their vastly differing experiences regarding water, different parts of the United States have developed different approaches to property rights relating to the use of water.2 In states located largely to the east of Kansas City, water was readily available at little or no cost.3 Despite occasional water quality issues caused by human activities, shortages were rare and short-lived. Riparian rights, which treat water as a form of common property, evolved in this relatively low-conflict setting.4 When riparian rights proved ill-adapted to settings where water was in chronic short supply, traditional riparian rights were abandoned in favor of other models of water law.5 Thus, in states to the west of Kansas City, people considered

---


3. Dellapenna, Global Climate Disruption, supra note 2, at 413.

4. Id. at 413.

5. Id. at 413–14.
water to be scarce, or at least misplaced. There, the right to use water came to be treated as a sort of private property under the doctrine of appropriative rights. Yet when demand began to outstrip supply east of Kansas City, states substituted a form of community or public property that has come to be called regulated riparianism for traditional riparian rights.

Under common property systems like riparian rights, co-owners are left to their individual judgments to decide whether, when, and how to use the resource. Collective decision-making, operating through courts, only becomes involved when one use directly interferes with another, with such disputes being decided according to the reasonableness of the competing uses. Under appropriative rights, the right to use water is carefully defined in terms of the location, duration, amount, and priority of use. Water rights are administered by a state agency for the sole purpose of enforcing the previously defined property rights. While this system in many respects functions like a private property system, it lacks at least one major feature of private property: appropriative rights are, as a practical matter, largely not transferrable separately from the land for which, or to a different use than the use for which, the water was originally appropriated. Under regulated riparianism, water is


10. See, e.g., Harris v. Brooks, 283 S.W.2d 129, 130, 133–35 (Ark. 1955) (deciding whether the plaintiff, a boat-livery owner, could enjoin the defendant, a farmer, from pumping water from a lake to irrigate his rice field).


12. See, e.g., State ex rel. Cary v. Cochran, 292 N.W. 239, 244 (Neb. 1940) (“It is the duty of the state under our irrigation code to administer the waters of streams and rivers to prevent waste, to protect prior appropriators against subsequent appropriators, and to enforce all adjudicated water rights in accordance with their terms.”).

allocated and reallocated by a collective decision-making process, most commonly by time-limited licenses issued by a state agency on the basis of the reasonableness of the proposed use. Disputes between competing licensees may be resolved by the state agency or by a court, with the goal to enforce license terms and conditions.

With this brief introduction, we can turn to examining the origin and evolution of riparian rights in the United States. As the very names used to describe the three different property systems suggest, traditional riparian rights are closely linked to, and in some places are already in the process of evolving into, regulated riparianism; whereas appropriative rights are based on fundamentally different premises and have gone off in a different direction from the riparian tradition. Thus, this Article will say little about appropriative rights, but will discuss at some length regulated riparianism as well as traditional riparian rights.

II. THE ORIGIN OF RIPARIAN RIGHTS

The basic concept of riparian rights is that an owner of land abutting a body of water has the right to have the water continue to flow across or stand on the land, subject to the equal rights of each owner to make proper use of the water. Today, this is generally acknowledged as the common law of water rights, but there is considerable controversy regarding how this came about. It is commonplace to state that the doctrine of riparian rights originated in England and was brought to America by the English colonists. Even Justice Oliver Wendell


14. Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03(a).

15. See generally id. § 9.03(c)–(d) (providing examples of disputes resolved by various courts and approaches to water transfers).

16. Rights in flowing (stream) water are now generally the same as rights in standing (lake) water. See Joseph W. Dellapenna, Introduction to Riparian Rights, in 1 WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS, supra note 7, § 6.02(b) [hereinafter Dellapenna, Introduction to Riparian Rights].

17. Dellapenna, The Right to Consume Water, supra note 9, at § 7.02. See generally id. §§ 7.02–.03(e) (discussing the development of the right to use water and the resolution of conflicts among users).

Holmes seems to have held this view, although it is not entirely clear whether he was thinking of long-standing English common law or of the English common law as of the late nineteenth century. The truth of the matter is somewhat different.

A. English Antecedents?

In fact, the law of England was very different from riparian rights until well into the nineteenth century, long after American independence. Early English cases explained water rights as grounded in “ancient possession” (that is, in long-standing enjoyment of the benefits of the stream akin to prescription or ancient custom, or from royal grant). William Blackstone concluded that prior possession of the water, however brief, gave a superior right against one who had never before been in possession, basing his supposed right on the now generally rejected theory that one who came to a nuisance had no cause of action. Although Blackstone apparently was followed in England briefly, the English common law may well have had roots in what became riparian theory but without any developed theory of riparian rights. At the extreme, English law might be said to have oscillated back and forth between an emphasis on the rights of landowners to


19. See Boquillas Land & Cattle Co. v. Curtis, 213 U.S. 339, 345–46 (1909) (“[The Howell Code, adopting the common law as the law of New Mexico,] is far from meaning that patentees of a ranch on the San Pedro are to have the same rights as owners of an estate on the Thames.”).


24. GETZLER, supra note 21, at 207, 220.

25. See id. at 44–45.
water flowing over or standing on their land and temporal priority, but this merely serves to demonstrate that there was no settled law of water allocation in England until fairly late. The first English precedent that fully enunciated the doctrine of riparian rights did not come until 1833 and relied heavily on the already decided American cases.

The uncertainty about the nature and extent of water rights in England should not be a surprise. William Holdsworth, a major historian of the common law, pointed out that before the middle of the nineteenth century, the common law generally confused claims of natural right and claims of easement because of the use of the assize of nuisance (and later, actions on the case) to provide a remedy for both types of right. The confusion, which focused controversies on specific uses rather than on the abstract source of the right, will perhaps prevent us from ever determining definitely which view of the early common law of water rights actually represents the understanding of those early courts; but it seems too much to conclude that there was a developed or coherent theory of riparian rights brought over from England by the colonists. Instead, the earliest such developed, albeit not entirely coherent, expression of what we would now term “riparian rights” comes from the report of a jury instruction in New Jersey given in 1795.

B. James Kinsey and the American Origin of Riparian Rights

Merritt v. Parker arose from a dispute over millraces and millponds in southwestern New Jersey. Parker built a milldam across Rancocas Creek as early as 1780 and operated a sawmill from the resulting head of water. The millpond overflowed onto Merritt’s land. In May 1793, with Merritt constructing his own millworks, the state legislature

26. Id. at 193. See generally Anthony Scott & Georgina Coustalin, The Evolution of Water Rights, 35 NAT. RESOURCES J. 821, 850–98 (1995). The Scott and Coustalin study must be used carefully; it suffers from the sort of anachronistic reading of early materials that we shall see characterizes Samuel Wiel’s purported history, particularly because the authors seem intent on reading their scheme of analysis into the records of past litigation over water even when it does not fit. See infra text accompanying notes 51–63.


31. Id. at 462.
enacted a private bill to confirm Parker’s right to maintain his dam. Merritt thereafter completed a trench to divert water from Parker’s millpond where it flooded onto Merritt’s land to operate his own sawmill, returning the water to Rancocas Creek by way of a “rivulet” across Parker’s land below Parker’s mill. Parker then built a dam across the rivulet, flooding out Merritt’s sawmill. Merritt sued Parker for interfering with Merritt’s use of the water. Parker set up as a defense a right to resist Merritt’s unnatural increase of the flow of the rivulet. Chief Justice James Kinsey of New Jersey’s Supreme Court agreed. In the course of his analysis, he provided an apparently straightforward statement of the natural flow theory of riparian rights in his instructions to the jury:

In general, it may be observed, when a man purchases a piece of land, through which a natural water-course flows, he has a right to make use of it in its natural state, but not to stop or divert it to the prejudice of another. *Aqua currit, et debet currere*, is the language of the law. The water flows in its natural channel, and ought always to be permitted to run there, so that all, through whose land it pursues its natural course, may continue to enjoy the privilege of using it for their own purposes. It cannot legally be diverted from its course without the consent of all who have an interest in it. If it should be turned into another channel, or stopped, and this illegal step should be persisted in, I should think a jury right in giving almost any valuation which the party thus injured should think proper to affix to it. This principle lies at the bottom of all the cases which I have met with, and it is perfectly reasonable in itself, and at the same time so firmly settled as a doctrine of the law, that it should never be abandoned or departed from.

Chief Justice Kinsey’s analysis contained enough vague references to “[those] who have an interest” in the water to enable an argument that he actually did not endorse a claim of a natural right to the natural flow. Reinforcing the appearance of a natural flow theory, however,

---

32. *Id.* at 464.
33. *Id.* at 462.
34. *Id.*
35. *Id.*
36. *Id.* at 463 (emphasis added).
37. See *id.*
was Kinsey’s assertion that it was irrelevant that neither Merritt’s diversion of the water nor his increasing of the return-flow in the rivulet did any actual damage to Parker.\[38\] Kinsey even stated that Parker had enough water left in his pond to meet the needs for his mill and that the increase of water flowing in the rivulet would be actionable even if it were proven to be a benefit to the land.\[39\] On the other hand, Kinsey also observed that Merritt was interfering with a dam that Parker had had “in his possession” for “several years,” and that Merritt was appropriating to himself the benefits of Parker’s labor in building the dam.\[40\] This begins to sound like Blackstone’s notion of priority of use. Kinsey, however, further confused the issue by noting that Merritt had unreasonably diverted water and had unreasonably increased the flow in the rivulet.\[41\] In fact, all three theories are succinctly asserted in the short penultimate paragraph of the instruction:

> It is unreasonable, and the doctrine cannot be countenanced, that when one has erected a dam, and at a considerable expense has appropriated water to his own use, another person by cutting a canal shall be permitted to diminish his supply, and avail himself of the labor and work of the original owner, without defraying any portion of the expense that had been incurred, or undertaking to assist in keeping these works in repair. It would be equally unreasonable that one man should have a right to turn more water over the land of his neighbor than would naturally go in that direction; and so far as regards the right, it is altogether immaterial whether it may be productive of benefit or injury. No one has a right to compel another to have his property improved in a particular manner; it is as illegal to force him to receive a benefit as to submit to an injury.\[42\]

Despite Kinsey’s confusion of what today are recognized as several distinct theories, one must recall that none of these doctrines existed in 1795. For Kinsey, these references to prior use, appropriation, and perhaps even to reasonableness, were merely descriptive terms that he used to justify his ultimate conclusion that a landowner has a legal right

---

38. Id. at 465.
39. Id. at 464. Perhaps the real injury to Parker was Merritt’s opening of a competing mill. A later court recognized this possibility expressly. Bliss v. Kennedy, 43 Ill. 67, 72 (1867).
41. Id. at 465–66.
42. Id.
against interference in the natural flow of water across her land—or at least against unreasonable interference with the natural flow.\textsuperscript{43} Notably lacking from Kinsey’s jury instructions was any reference to prior authority. What he said in this regard—“This principle lies at the bottom of all the cases which I have met with, and it is perfectly reasonable in itself, and at the same time so firmly settled as a doctrine of the law, that it should never be abandoned or departed from”\textsuperscript{44}—tells us nothing about what those authorities were, and no one thus far has found any such earlier cases.

Despite his apparent confusions, his jury instructions set the pattern for other courts. At least six decisions in the thirty years after \textit{Merritt} largely followed Kinsey’s approach—albeit without direct reference to that decision.\textsuperscript{45} On the other hand, Joseph Angell, in his highly influential treatise on water law (the first in the English language), was content merely to paraphrase Kinsey, citing \textit{Merritt} in a footnote.\textsuperscript{46} No less an authority than Samuel Wiel (whom we shall meet in a moment) identified Angell’s work as the source of Justice Joseph Story’s opinion in \textit{Tyler v. Wilkinson},\textsuperscript{47} an opinion that Wiel and others have identified as the landmark source of riparian rights theory in England and America.\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{C. The Debate over French Influence on Riparian Rights}

Despite the fairly clear line tracing the origin of riparian rights back to \textit{Merritt v. Parker}, there actually is considerable controversy over the true origin of riparian rights. This controversy arises from the debate over the need to replace riparian rights with something, a debate that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{43} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id.} at 463.
  \item \textsuperscript{46} JOSEPH K. ANGELL, \textsc{A Treatise on the Common Law, in Relation to Water-Courses} 5 (1824).
  \item \textsuperscript{47} 24 F. Cas. 472 (D.R.I. 1827) (No. 14,312). Justice Story admitted in the \textit{Tyler} opinion that he valued Angell’s work. \textit{Id.} at 473.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} Wiel, \textit{French Authority}, supra note 22, at 145–47; see also A. DAN TARLOCK, \textsc{Law of Water Rights and Resources} § 3:7 (2009); John Harrison, \textit{The Constitution of Economic Liberty}, 45 \textsc{San Diego L. Rev.} 709, 713 n.10 (2008).
\end{itemize}
was reaching a critical stage at the turn from the nineteenth to the twentieth century in the states west of Kansas City; the debate is now passing into a similar critical stage in states to the east of Kansas City. So long as the question of reforming or replacing riparian rights continues to be debated, the debate over the source of the riparian rights doctrine will continue to be important. In this context, Samuel Wiel, one of the leading authorities on water law in the early years of the twentieth century, developed an elaborate argument that the doctrine of riparian rights was imported into the United States from the *Code Napoléon* by James Kent and Joseph Story.

Kent and Story were preeminent early-nineteenth century jurists, scholars, and teachers of the law, with Kent serving many years as Chancellor of New York and Story serving longer as Associate Justice of the Supreme Court than anyone until Justice William O. Douglas surpassed his tenure in 1974. About fifty years after Wiel’s writings, Arthur Maass and Hiller Zobel presented a new interpretation of the historical data, concluding that riparian doctrine had firm roots in English and American common law and that its modern forms are a natural evolution of that common law. All three—Maass, Wiel, and Zobel—were attempting to defend riparian rights against others who sought to abolish those rights. For Wiel, this entailed arguing that because riparian rights were derived from Roman law, they were vested property rights under Spanish–Mexican law before California became part of the United States. In the particular political context of the East, without a basis for referring to Roman law, Wiel’s California-based

---

49. See Joseph W. Dellapenna, *Dual Systems, in Waters and Water Rights*, supra note 7, § 8.02(a)–(c) [hereinafter Dellapenna, *Dual Systems*] (describing the progression of the California, Colorado, and Oregon Doctrines, respectively).

50. See Dellapenna, *Regulated Riparianism*, supra note 8, § 9.03.


appeal to supposed Roman-law roots of riparian rights was antithetical to the continued survival of those rights.

Wiel had no trouble in showing that Roman law considered the air, sea, seashore, and running water to be incapable of ownership except for limited usufructuary rights, and that the theory had been incorporated into the Napoleonic Code of 1804. To support his claim that no such rights were found in the pre-nineteenth century common law, Wiel placed his principal reliance on the fact that not until 1833 did English courts reject priority of use in favor of the common right of all riparian owners to the use of the flowing water and that English courts did so under the strong influence of American precedents.

Tracing French influence on Kent’s discussion of water law is fairly easy. No one, however, has shown direct evidence of French influence on Justice Story’s landmark opinion in *Tyler v. Wilkinson*. All Wiel

---

54. Two court decisions have adopted the same reading of the sources of the riparian rights. Portage Cnty. Bd. of Comm’rs v. City of Akron, 846 N.E.2d 478, 490, 499 (2006); Vernon Irrigation Co. v. City of Los Angeles, 39 P. 762, 769 (1895). Earl Murphy agreed that Roman law was the source of these notions in the common law, but he traced their introduction back to Bracton in the thirteenth century. See Murphy, supra note 52, at 103–09; see also GETZLER, supra note 21, at 66–67; Lauer, supra note 23, at 65–72.

55. The CODE CIVIL [C. CIV.] arts. 644–45 (Fr.) (John H. Crabb trans., 1995) provides as follows:

*Article 644*—One whose property borders running water, other than that which is declared a dependency of the public domain by Article 538 in the Title *Differentiation of Property*, may use it on its passage for the irrigation of his properties.

One whose heritage is crossed by such waters may also use it during the interval while it is running through, but with the responsibility of returning it, upon leaving his lands, to its ordinary course.

*Article 645*—If a dispute arises among owners to whom such waters may be useful, the courts, in deciding, should reconcile the interest of agriculture with the respect due to ownership; and, in all cases, particular and local rules on waters and use of waters should be observed.

Id.; see also A.N. Yiannopoulos, *Common, Public, and Private Things in Louisiana: Civilian Tradition and Modern Practice*, 21 LA. L. REV. 697, 698 n.9 (1960–1961). Not everyone agrees that this was the correct understanding of Roman law of water allocation in ancient times. See Scott & Coustalin, supra note 26, at 833–37 (arguing that Roman law was actually based on the protection of uses ranked according to temporal priority rather than the principle of common ownership). This is an example of their anachronistic reading of historical materials to fit their theory.


could rely on was evidence of the general influence of French law in an Anglophobic America in the first half of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{58} Wiel was not unaware of \textit{Merritt v. Parker}. He sought to dismiss the case, first by asserting that it was atypical of contemporaneous decisions in other states,\textsuperscript{59} and second by observing that the “antecedents of the New Jersey expression do not appear.”\textsuperscript{60} Wiel did assert that other sources suggested French and other antecedents, but he made no attempt to demonstrate how the further authorities he discussed (particularly French law adopted after \textit{Merritt v. Parker} was decided—to which Wiel gave his most extended attention) could have related to \textit{Merritt}. \textit{Merritt}, in fact, was far too typical of both English and American decisions of the time in at least one important aspect: The early opinions contained no clear or coherent theory of rights to use water, but instead an amalgam of concerns from which one can trace the natural flow theory, the reasonable use theory, and the prior appropriation theory, not to mention prescriptive rights.\textsuperscript{61} Yet, the major emphasis in \textit{Merritt}, at least, seemed to be on a natural flow concept of riparian rights—\textsuperscript{62} a decade before adoption of the Napoleonic Code that Wiel saw as the source of riparian rights in the common law and a full three decades before Justice Story’s widely-hailed opinion in \textit{Tyler v. Wilkinson}. Wiel did acknowledge that Story drew from the work of Joseph Angell in \textit{Tyler},\textsuperscript{63} but he ignored that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{59} Wiel, \textit{French Authority}, supra note 22, at 140–41. But see the cases cited supra at note 45.
  \item \textsuperscript{60} Wiel, \textit{French Authority}, supra note 22, at 141.
  \item \textsuperscript{61} See, e.g., Hughes v. Mung, 3 H. & McH. 441, 442 (Md. 1796); King v. Tarlton, 2 H. & McH. 473, 473, 476 (Md. 1790); Palmer v. Mulligan, 3 Cai. 307, 313–14, 320–21 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1805); Carruthers v. Tillman, 2 N.C. (1 Hayw.) 501, 501 (1797); Deberry’s Case, 2 N.C. (1 Hayw.) 248, 248 (1795); Beissell v. Sholl, 4 Dall. 211, 211 (Pa. 1800); Wright v. Cooper, 1 Tyl. 425, 425–27 (Vt. 1802). The paths taken by respective courts varied wildly:
    \begin{itemize}
      \item [T]he British courts floundered for a doctrinal basis to settle the increasingly frequent disputes over waterpower and were unable to settle on either ancient usage or prior occupancy or some combined doctrine. . . . \textsuperscript{[L]}ike the British courts, the Massachusetts courts eventually veered away from the individually defined rights of occupancy, [but] instead adopted the looser, group-oriented correlative-rights/reasonable-use doctrine of the riparian system.
    \end{itemize}
    \textit{Rose}, supra note 22, at 277.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} See \textit{Merritt v. Parker}, 1 N.J.L. 460, 462–65 (1795).
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Wiel, \textit{Origin}, supra note 28, at 248–49.
\end{itemize}
Angell had relied on *Merritt v. Parker*. This, in itself, should have been enough to discredit the idea that Story, at least, was relying on the *Code Napoléon* of 1804 as Wiel was arguing—Chief Justice Kinsey had instructed the jury nearly a decade before the *Code Napoléon* was enacted.

In contrast to Wiel, Maass and Zobel stressed the recognition in English law in the seventeenth century of a distinction between easements in land and natural rights in a watercourse—the latter entitling riparian landowners to an uninterrupted flow notwithstanding granted or prescriptive rights in other users. They found such English decisions even during the period in which Wiel claimed the English courts were following Blackstone’s theory of appropriation. Wiel, they concluded, had simply misunderstood Blackstone and the English courts’ application of nuisance theory to water disputes, particularly by reading back into these early sources and into Story’s opinion, anachronistic meanings of the words “appropriate” and “riparian.” In a sense, Maass and Zobel won this debate: Today, American courts, even in appropriative rights states, generally endorse the proposition that riparian rights formed the common law of England.

While Wiel’s theory of a French origin for riparian rights continues to have its supporters, it no longer seems sustainable. Rather, the best view of the question was summed up by Ludwik Teclaff, who concluded that “[m]ost likely, the riparian doctrine or its ingredients came to the United States as part and parcel of the common law, and the French influence was merely incidental, helping to give it a more precise legal expression.”

III. THE EVOLUTION OF TRADITIONAL RIPARIAN RIGHTS: ONE DOCTRINE OR TWO?

By the early nineteenth century, the common law had evolved into

---

64. *ANGELL, supra* note 46, at 5.
67. *See Maass & Zobel, supra* note 52.
something recognizable: the doctrine of riparian rights, namely, that landowners have a right to use water drawn from a body of water that flows or lies on their land that the law will protect, to some extent, from interference by others. American courts have struggled ever since to give a more precise formulation to this doctrine. In the course of this struggle, the doctrine has evolved considerably from the confused and uncertain notions embodied in the earliest cases. In this Part, I address that evolution.

Chief Justice James Kinsey’s jury instructions in *Merritt v. Parker*\(^71\) seemed to embrace the theory that riparian rights protect the right to receive the natural flow of a stream or other body of water. It is by no means clear, however, that such a theory was ever actually applied in the case. For one thing, we do not actually know how the jury decided the case after receiving Kinsey’s instructions. More importantly, Kinsey also referred to the reasonableness of the parties’ behavior and the fact that the defendant had “appropriated” the water to his needs.\(^72\) The suggestion that temporal priority might be relevant to litigation over riparian rights rapidly disappeared from the ensuing cases.\(^73\) In other respects, Kinsey’s apparent confusion in *Merritt*, expressing a “natural flow” theory of riparian rights but then invoking a concept of reasonableness to moderate or replace the natural flow theory, rapidly became, and in some states continues to be, the norm in riparian rights litigation.\(^74\) Still, the received wisdom is that courts originally applied riparian rights as a rather rigid theory of protecting natural flows—a theory that allowed a riparian landowner to enjoin any water uses that materially altered the quantity or quality of the natural flow without proof of actual injury\(^75\)—and then shifted to a “reasonable use” theory.

\(^70\) See *supra* notes 16–17 and accompanying text.
\(^71\) 1 N.J.L. 460, 463 (1795). The relevant language is quoted *supra* at note 36.
\(^72\) *Id.* at 465–66. The relevant language is quoted *supra* at note 42.
\(^73\) See *Dellapenna, The Right to Consume Water, supra* note 9, § 7.03(d).
\(^75\) See *Stratton v. Mt. Hermon Boys’ Sch.*, 103 N.E. 87, 89 (Mass. 1913) (suggesting in dictum that, in the context of an improper diversion of water, “[the lower court] would have permitted the recovery of nominal damages in any event, quite apart from the possibility of real injury to the plaintiff”).
that balanced competing uses against each other to determine which use was more socially beneficial.\textsuperscript{76} If this is so, this change resulted in the replacement of a theory that seemed to define clear private property rights by a theory of common property rights.\textsuperscript{77}

More than forty years ago, biologist Garrett Hardin explained in his famous essay, \textit{The Tragedy of the Commons},\textsuperscript{78} why a common property system can function only when the common pool resource is available in much greater supply than the demand for the resource and why, when that condition is not met, the common property system either gives way to a private property regime or the resource will be destroyed.\textsuperscript{79} This is

\begin{quote}
Adding together the component partial utilities, the rational herdsman concludes that the only sensible course for him to pursue is to add another animal to his herd. And another; and another; . . . . But this is the conclusion reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd without limit—in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.
\end{quote}

\textit{Id.} at 1244.

more than a mere theoretical model. The tragedy of the commons has happened, precisely as Hardin predicted, for fish in the sea, national park access, and even national treasuries (to name just a few examples).  

Hardin argued that a private property system, in which the costs as well as the benefits of resource management decisions are concentrated on the particular owner who makes the decision, was the only way to avoid the tragedy of the commons. He largely ignored the possibility of community management (public property, if you will) as an alternative possibility to privatizing the “commons.”


If, like Hardin, one limits legal options to common property and private property, private property seems so superior to common property as a resource management system that one is left wondering how the current riparian-rights common property system came to be substituted for the earlier private property version of riparian rights. The supposed earlier version of riparian rights—the natural flow theory—was as clear and certain a system of property as one could imagine: Apart from domestic uses, each riparian owner arguably had an unqualified right to have the water flow down undiminished in quality or quantity and to use that water only as long as no lower riparian’s right was affected. If in the mid- to late-nineteenth century the modern “reasonable use” theory replaced the natural flow theory, then a private property system was abandoned in favor of a common property system. That change, if it occurred, demands an explanation. Similarly, explanation is demanded by comparable changes now seemingly underway for diffused surface water and groundwater.


Elinor Ostrom won the Nobel Prize in Economics for her work on Hardin’s neglect of the public or community property approach to resource management. For examples of Ostrom’s work, see ELINOR OSTROM, GOVERNING THE COMMONS: THE EVOLUTION OF INSTITUTIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION (1990); and ELINOR OSTROM ET AL., RULES, GAMES, AND COMMON-POOL RESOURCES (1994).


85. See the authorities collected supra at note 76.

86. See Dellapenna, Global Climate Disruption, supra note 2, at 430.

As will appear shortly, I am one who concludes that the reasonableness standard has always been applied to riparian rights and that, despite occasional dicta to the contrary, no common law court has ever actually applied the natural flow theory of riparian rights. If I am wrong, the fact that the law of water resources underwent a transition from private property to common property would suggest that, despite the asserted advantages of private property systems, such systems do not work well for ambulatory resources like water. If I am right, the question becomes, “Why do so many commentators accept the reality of such an apparently wrong-headed change?” Such transitions in history are rare, to say the least, and seem counterproductive at best.

Some legal historians have noted this supposed transition and have attempted to explain it. The largest group, led by Morton Horwitz, not only thought that a transition from natural flow to reasonable use occurred, but regarded the transition as a primary example of nineteenth century American courts devising means to introduce flexible development into a capital-poor and technologically-backward, but resource-rich, America. Eric Freyfogle gave a different twist to the transition, describing the transition as from a judicial focus on “water

88. Dellapenna, The Right to Consume Water, supra note 9, §§ 7.01(b), .02(c).
89. See Dellapenna, Global Climate Disruption, supra note 2, at 425–35; Dellapenna, The Importance of Getting Names Right, supra note 13, at 375–76; Dellapenna, Introduction to Riparian Rights, supra note 16, § 6.01(b)(1)–(3).
rights” to a judicial focus on “water wrongs”—meaning, a shift from a property rights analysis to a tort analysis. Some commentators have seen the transition as reflecting recognition that the economy had evolved into a stage of high transaction costs, displacing an earlier period of low transaction costs.

Apart perhaps from Freyfogle, the several explanations focus on the economics of the situation to justify the transition to common property. Focusing on the economics appears reasonable because the argument in favor of private property (“the tragedy of the commons”) is an argument about economic incentives. And, it turns out there is some evidence of attention to economics in the judicial opinions that mark the supposed transition. Justice Joseph Story’s opinion in Tyler v. Wilkinson, which introduced the term “riparian” into American law, appears to be an economically purposive intervention in the developing law with its extended discussion of the need to make valuable uses of water resources and its presumption of a lost grant from the necessities of encouraging investment.

Direct evidence of such purposive intervention apparently is provided by another decision from 1827, the same year that Tyler v. Wilkinson was decided. In Martin v. Bigelow, the Vermont Supreme Court found that “our circumstances,” evidently meaning the need to develop the economy, required the rejection of the protection of prior uses. Only later did the Vermont Supreme Court rely on Tyler v.

95. See Hardin, supra note 78, at 1244–47.
96. For a strong argument that courts know too little about the effects of their decisions to ever be guided by the supposed social consequences, see Richard A. Epstein, The Social Consequences of Common Law Rules, 95 HARV. L. REV. 1717 (1982). Of course, just because courts might be unwise to attempt such interventions does not mean that courts do not attempt them.
97. 24 F. Cas. 472, 473 (D.R.I. 1827) (No. 14,312).
98. Id. at 474.
99. Id. at 474–76.
100. 2 Aik. 184, 187 (Vt. 1827); see also Cary v. Daniels, 49 Mass. (8 Met.) 466, 476–77 (1844) (adopting reasonable use based, in part, on economic grounds).
Wilkinson for the same proposition. Yet, upon careful reading, Justice Story’s opinion actually throws doubt on whether there ever was a natural flow theory of riparian rights applied in the United States. While courts and scholars often identify Story’s opinion as the introduction of the reasonable use theory into American law, others also cite that opinion as the source of the natural flow theory. The opinion is worth quoting at length to illustrate why it is cited in support of both theories:

Prima facie every proprietor upon each bank of a river is entitled to the land, covered with water, in front of his bank, to the middle of the thread of the stream . . . . In virtue of this ownership he has a right to the use of the water flowing over in its natural current, without diminution or obstruction. But, strictly speaking, he has no property in the water itself; but a simple use of it, while it passes along. The consequence of this principle is, that no proprietor has a right to use the water to the prejudice of another. It is wholly immaterial, whether the party be a proprietor above or below, in the course of the river; the right being common to all the proprietors on the river, no one has a right to diminish the quantity which will, according to the natural current, flow to a proprietor below, or to throw it back upon a proprietor above. This is the necessary result of the perfect equality of right among all the proprietors of that, which is common to all. The natural stream, existing by the bounty of Providence for the benefit of the land through which it flows, is an incident annexed, by operation of law, to the land itself. When I speak of this common right, I do not mean to be

101. See Davis v. Fuller, 12 Vt. 178, 192 (1840).


understood, as holding the doctrine, that there can be no diminution whatsoever, and no obstruction or impediment whatsoever, by a riparian proprietor, in the use of the water as it flows; for that would be to deny any valuable use of it. There may be, and there must be allowed of that, which is common to all, a reasonable use. The true test of the principle and extent of the use is, whether it is to the injury of the other proprietors or not. There may be a diminution in quantity, or a retardation or acceleration of the natural current indispensable for the general and valuable use of the water, perfectly consistent with existence of the common right. The diminution, retardation, or acceleration, not positively and sensibly injurious by diminishing the value of the common right, is an implied element in the right of using the stream at all. The law here, as in many other cases, acts with a reasonable reference to public convenience and general good, and it is not betrayed into a narrow strictness, subversive of common sense, nor into an extravagant looseness, which would destroy private rights. The maxim is applied, ‘Sic utere tuo, ut non alienum laedas.’

Did Story’s opinion actually mark a transition from a natural flow theory to a reasonable use theory?

The dispute in *Tyler v. Wilkinson* was similar to *Merritt v. Parker*, involving this time a suit between mill owners over shares in the water of the Pawtucket River. The plaintiffs’ mills depended on a head of water created by a “lower dam” dating from 1718 that had replaced an even older dam. The defendants’ mills drew their water from “Sergeant’s Trench,” a ditch dating from 1714, along with related dams, gates, and flumes, some less than thirty years old at the time of the suit in 1827. The plaintiffs wanted to enlarge their water use with new or

---


The right to have the stream to flow in its natural state without diminution or alteration is an incident to the property in the land through which it passes; but flowing water is *publici juris*, not in the sense that it is *a bonum vacans*, to which the first occupant may acquire an exclusive right, but that it is public and common in this sense only, that all may reasonably use it who have a right of access to it, that none can have any property in the water itself, except in the particular portion which he may choose to abstract from the stream and take into his possession . . . .

105. *Tyler*, 24 F. Cas. at 473.

106. *Id.*

107. *Id.*
improved mills. The plaintiffs claimed that the mills along Sergeant’s Trench were not riparian; therefore those taking water from the trench were only entitled to use “surplus water”—that is, water left over after the riparian owners satisfied their wants. The owners of Sergeant’s Trench, on the other hand, claimed that they had appropriated to themselves the full capacity of the trench even if they did not use the water. Story rejected both claims in the foregoing paragraph—one of the most quoted passages regarding riparian rights. His extended discussion, however, did not resolve the dispute before him.

The defendants, mill owners along Sergeant’s Trench, were not riparians because the trench was not a natural stream; as such, they could have no right to water under Justice Story’s theory. Story went on to hold that the defendants were entitled to their customary usage through the trench, both because of an express grant accepted by the plaintiffs and because of a presumed grant derived from more than twenty years of adverse use preempting any use by the plaintiffs. In the course of this discussion, Justice Story, three times, expressly rejected the claim that mere priority of use, neither authorized by grant nor coupled with long-continued adverse use, would in any way affect the rights of riparian owners. Finally, he concluded ambiguously that in the event the water proved inadequate for all the mills, the deficiency “must be borne by all parties, as a common loss, wherever it may fall, according to existing rights.”

In fact, all the early cases expressed both theories described as riparian rights (natural flow and reasonable use). So did James Kent’s Commentaries, which Sam Wiel and C.E. Busby thought of as, along

108. Id. at 473, 474–77.
109. Id. at 473.
110. See id. at 475, 477 (addressing arguments that there is a presumption of an “absolute and controlling power” to the water from the trench and that the agreement by the parties addresses a right to water flowing in the trench, not the quantity needed by the mills).
111. Id. at 474, 478.
112. Id. at 474–76.
113. Id. at 474, 475, 477.
114. Id. at 478.
116. See Kent, supra note 57, at 356; see also Palmer v. Mulligan, 3 Cai. 307, 320–21 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1805) (a Kent opinion).
with Tyler, the fount of riparian rights theory. Only Ted Lauer, Anthony Scott, and Georgina Coustalin have concluded from these mixed expressions that common law riparian rights were based on the reasonableness of the use.

A belated confirmation of Horwitz’s premise, however, might be found in a line of cases upholding the natural flow theory, but only against public entities. In these cases, the public entities altered the natural flow by actions ranging from outright diversion of the water to allow the construction of highways to increasing the flow through the draining of sewage through a natural channel—yet, the private riparian owners along the stream were not making consumptive use of the water and therefore could prove little or no pecuniary losses. The courts allowed recovery for the taking of private property but denied an injunction, generally through a balancing of the equities in favor of the public activity. When a court indicates that it would award damages while refusing an injunction for the interference with the natural flow by public action, the court simply casts the costs of the public action on the entire community, consistent with one of the major premises of takings theory. Yet, even this may be illusory. After all, the plaintiffs asked for injunctions because damages would have been difficult or impossible to prove. When a competing consumptive use is private, it becomes more difficult for a court to deny an injunction through a balancing of the equities, while to award damages against a private actor itself will frequently be enough to bar the consumptive use in favor of a non-

---

118. Lauer, supra note 23, at 60–61; Scott & Coustalin, supra note 26, at 887–98.
120. See, e.g., Dimmock, 245 A.2d at 574 (recognizing that the private plaintiff could sue for damages and allowing the municipal defendant a reasonable time to acquire the plaintiff’s water rights through eminent domain); Terminal Warehouse, 268 S.E.2d. at 184 (stating that damages is the proper remedy against a public entity).
122. At least some early decisions did not consider the possibility. See, e.g., Clinton v. Myers, 46 N.Y. 511, 521 (1871); Hendrick v. Cook, 4 Ga. 241, 260–65 (1848).
consumptive use (or perhaps even total nonuse). In such a case, courts simply fall back on the reasonable use theory and find that there has been no invasion by the preferred consumptive user. When an injunction is denied against a public user through the balancing of the equities even though no damages can be proven, the court has adopted the functional equivalent of the reasonable use rule in this situation as well.

IV. AN ASIDE: THE EMERGENCE OF APPROPRIATIVE RIGHTS

Hardin focused on the likelihood of overexploitation of a common pool resource. Our experience with riparian rights suggests another feature of common pool resources: If exploitation of a common pool resource requires significant capital investment, the inability of potential investors to keep others from preempting an investor’s uses will bring about underinvestment in the resource. This fear was a major cause of the rejection of riparian rights in the drier western states. Wendy Wagner has identified another drawback of common property systems: the incentive to hide the failings of the system for fear that the dissemination of such knowledge might provoke the regulation or privatization of the commons. The suppression of relevant knowledge

123. That this line of argument struck the reporters of the Restatement (Second) of Torts as unjust hardly disproves that courts took this approach. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 850A app., cmt. l (1982). On the unreliability of the Restatement (Second) as applied to riparian rights, see Dellapenna, Introduction to Riparian Rights, supra note 16, § 6.01(c).

124. Part III has been adapted, in large part, from Dellapenna, Dual Systems, supra note 49, § 8.02(a)–(c).

125. See Hardin, supra note 78, 1243–44, 1248.


could be even more damaging than the risks of deliberate overexploitation or underinvestment.

For the foregoing reasons, traditional riparian rights proved unsuitable to the drier lands west of Kansas City. From the earliest years of “Anglo” (English-speaking American) settlement, the newcomers generally displaced aboriginal and Spanish–Mexican law. Because of aridity in the West, the new courts there confronted increasing demands to divert water for mining, irrigation, industrial, and municipal uses that could not be resolved satisfactorily even through recourse to the reasonable use theory. Yet no one seems to have asked whether the land was adapted to the sort of use patterns the European-American settlers were bringing. In particular, no one seems to have challenged the goal of “making the desert bloom.” Experience,


however, has now taught us that “drought follows the plow.” The initial development of appropriative rights was not based on such sophisticated theories of water law or management. That would come only later. Large-scale Anglo settlement reached California before the other states west of Kansas City, except Oregon and Texas, and the peculiarities of settlement in California compelled people there to confront problems of allocating water to consumptive uses long before people in Oregon and Texas. Anglo settlement in Oregon and Texas at first was predominantly in humid areas where riparian rights worked well. The Anglo settlement pattern in California was radically different. The discovery of gold at Sutter’s Mill, California, less than six months before the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo came into effect and transferred vast western tracts (including California) from Mexico to the United States, set off a massive gold rush that raised California’s non-aboriginal population from a few thousand to over 100,000 in less than a year, and to several hundred thousand within five years. These people settled mostly in the mountains where the gold was, with little concern for the agricultural potential of the land. This sudden peopling of


133. See Hundlely, *supra* note 129, at 63–82; Pisani, *Reclaim, supra* note 129, at 14–26. I discuss the evolution of water rights in California in some detail in Dellapenna, *Dual Systems*, *supra* note 49, § 8.02(a), and the evolution of water rights in Oregon and Texas (as well as several other states) in Dellapenna, *supra*, § 8.02(c).


California occurred without an organized government in place.\textsuperscript{137}

Whatever law might have been established among the Spanish-founded missions, presidios, and pueblos was virtually swept away and ignored by the mass of would-be miners.\textsuperscript{138} Yet, the settlers did not consider themselves to be without law. To a greater extent than is often appreciated, the Anglo settlers brought with them and used the only law with which they were familiar: the common law as found in the eastern United States.\textsuperscript{139} Regarding the two most centrally material factors in their lives (land and water), however, the settlers were unable to use that law. Under the law brought from the eastern United States, the land belonged to the government and the waters went with the land.\textsuperscript{140} The “forty-niners” were unable to acquire title to the land without the establishment of regular government and comprehensive surveys, but they were unwilling to wait for that process to occur. The newcomers simply sought out the gold as trespassers and took what land and water they needed.\textsuperscript{141}

\textsuperscript{137} PISANI, RECLAIM, supra note 129, at 12–14; see also CHARLES HOWARD SHINN, MINING CAMPS: A STUDY IN AMERICAN FRONTIER GOVERNMENT 105–64 (1884); L. Ward Bannister, The Question of Federal Disposition of State Waters in the Priority States, 28 HARV. L. REV. 270, 272–73 (1915); Shaw, supra note 136, at 446.

\textsuperscript{138} Statutes in several states, including California, sought to preserve Spanish–Mexican irrigation law, but such rights were always subordinated to the needs of miners. See, e.g., GORDON MORRIS BAKKEN, THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAW ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN FRONTIER: CIVIL LAW AND SOCIETY, 1850–1912, at 33–36 (1983); BETTY EARLE DOBKINS, THE SPANISH ELEMENT IN TEXAS WATER LAW 136–39 (1959); HOWARD ROBERTS LAMAR, THE FAR SOUTHWEST, 1846–1912: A TERRITORIAL HISTORY 91–92 (1966) (recognizing that California law may have been shaped to meet the needs of the Anglos); PISANI, FROM THE FAMILY FARM TO AGROBUSINESS, supra note 130, at 33–34; PISANI, RECLAIM, supra note 129, at 38–44 (noting that California and Colorado were states where Spanish and Mexican influences on water rights failed to survive); Hobbs, supra note 2, at 6–14 (outlining the water practices of the Puebloans, Hopi, and early Spanish explorers); Wells A. Hutchins, The Community Acequia: Its Origin and Development, 31 SW. HIST. Q. 261, 261–63 (1928).

\textsuperscript{139} See PISANI, RECLAIM, supra note 129, at 14; JOHN PHILLIP REID, LAW FOR THE ELEPHANT: PROPERTY AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL (1980) (rebutting the perception that the pioneers were lawless and pointing to the large role that the law and lawyers played in the pioneers’ lives); SHINN, supra note 137, at 120–31; Mark T. Kanazawa, Efficiency in Western Water Law: The Development of the California Doctrine, 1850–1911, 27 J. LEGAL STUD. 159, 162–65 (1998); Edwin W. Young, The Adoption of the Common Law in California, 4 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 355, 361–62 (1960).

\textsuperscript{140} See United States v. Gear, 44 U.S. (3 How.) 120, 133 (1845); United States v. Gratiot, 39 U.S. (14 Pet.) 526, 538 (1840). Both of these cases held that lead in the ground went with the land. Gear, 44 U.S. at 133; Gratiot, 39 U.S. at 538. However, the Court’s analysis equally applies to other resources, including water.

\textsuperscript{141} Moore v. Smaw, 17 Cal. 199, 210–11, 222–26 (1861).
The results of this culture of just taking what you needed helped to give Americans a national mythology based on stories that were all too true: violent disputes, blood feuds, and sudden death. The miners quickly sought to bring order to their lives through “vigilance committees,” applying vigilante law based on the most elementary notion of justice: the first to grab it owns it, or, as it would be put more eloquently by lawyers and judges, “first in time, first in right.” Once the miners went beyond panning for gold and undertook placer mining, there emerged large mining companies that needed a great deal of water, often at a considerable removal from where the water was naturally located. This process was well established on the ground before effective formal governments could be created. Those first governments could do little more than ratify the “customs of miners,” as was done in the first California Practice Act:

In actions respecting “mining claims,” proof shall be admitted of the customs usages or regulations established and in force at the bar, or diggings, embracing such claim; and such customs, usages or regulations, when not in conflict with the Constitution and laws of this State, shall govern the decision of the action.

Justice Stephen Field, at one time Chief Justice of California, later would sum up the matter for the United States Supreme Court: “[T]he miners . . . were emphatically the law-makers, as respects mining, upon


143. Donald Pisani has documented the rather considerable support that small mining operators gave to the riparian tradition in opposition to the increasing concentration of water in the hands of large, capital-intensive mining companies. PISANI, RECLAIM, supra note 129, at 23–26.

144. Act of April 29, 1851, as amended by Act of May 18, 1854, ch. 5, 1854 Cal. Stat. 16, § 621; see also HUNDELEY, supra note 129, at 73–74.
the public lands in the State.” The result is a certain irony because “a legal system that arose from the relatively lawless mining camps of the Wild West would come to be viewed as though it had been handed down directly from God.” The customs of the California miners were then carried across the West as the less successful miners chased the succeeding mineral rushes in what would become other states.

By 1882, courts in western states were giving more sophisticated rationales for adopting appropriative rights. If a court had embraced the natural flow theory of riparian rights, that would have foreclosed mining or irrigation on non-riparian lands in favor of the water flowing virtually unused and unusable (except perhaps for the last riparian before the water flows into the sea) across riparian land. The reasonable use theory, on the other hand, was too uncertain a basis for promoting investment (private or public) in the expensive works necessary for the diversion and use of water. As a result, the states most heavily dependent on mining and irrigated agriculture made two fundamental changes in their water law. First, they utterly rejected riparian rights for consumptive uses. Second, they subordinated non-consumptive uses (to which riparian rights still applied) to consumptive uses. This came to be known as the “Colorado doctrine,” named after the state whose courts first adopted these changes. Western states in which other livelihoods were significant received riparian rights partially

147. For analysis of how each western state ended up with its current form of water law, see Dellapenna, Dual Systems, supra note 49, § 8.02–.02(c).
148. See, e.g., Coffin v. Left Hand Ditch Co., 6 Colo. 443, 446 (1882) (discussing why riparian rights would not be suitable to the drier states); Drake v. Earhart, 23 P. 541, 542 (Idaho 1890) (same); Farm Inv. Co. v. Carpenter, 61 P. 258, 264–65 (Wyo. 1900) (same).
151. See Dellapenna, Dual Systems, supra note 49, § 8.02(b).
or wholly into their law—but those states struggled thereafter to limit or eliminate those rights. The struggle ensured that such riparian rights as recognized in western states developed important differences from riparian rights in the eastern states. Riparian rights continue to have considerable importance in California, Texas, and Washington, leading to attempts to delimit riparian rights administratively. Riparian rights could also be valuable property rights in other dual system states, although in states like Oregon, with no application by a jurist or an administrator for decades, riparian rights are vestigial at best.

V. THE EVOLUTION OF RIPARIAN RIGHTS

Courts continued to struggle with the meaning and application of riparian rights throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Actual decisions, though, remained few and far between (either because there usually was enough water for all demands—at least if one ignored the need to maintain ecological flows—or because the outcome of litigation was simply too unpredictable under the reasonable use theory to justify the expense of litigation). In part because of the rarity of precedents, courts continued to mingle natural flow language with reasonable use language, without any apparent awareness of the contradiction. Yet, when courts had to make a choice, they invariably chose the reasonable use theory—without, however, developing a clear set of criteria to determine which uses would be preferred when, as was nearly always the case, the multiple uses before the court were all reasonable in the abstract. The reasonable use theory from the beginning allowed a great deal

152. See id. §§ 8.02(a), .02(c), .03.
153. See id. § 8.04.
154. For cases in which the courts acknowledged an administrative agency’s ability to delimit riparian rights, see Rowland v. Ramelli, 599 P.2d 656, 659 (Cal. 1979) (en banc); In re Brazos III Segment, 746 S.W.2d 207, 211 (Tex. 1988); In re Upper Guadalupe Segment, 642 S.W.2d 438, 446 (Tex. 1982); State v. Abbott, 694 P.2d 1071, 1074–75, 1077 (Wash. 1985) (en banc).
157. See, e.g., Harris, 283 S.W.2d at 133–34.
of discretion in the court to decide which use was to be preferred. The Minnesota Supreme Court early on sought to develop more specific criteria and came up with the following:

3. The law does not lay down any fixed rules for determining what is a reasonable use of the water of a stream by a riparian owner. What constitutes a reasonable use is not a question of law, but of fact, to be determined . . . from all the circumstances of the case. . . .

4. In determining what is a reasonable use, regard must be had to the subject-matter of the use; the occasion and manner of its application; the object, extent, necessity, and duration of the use; the nature and size of the stream; the kind of business to which it is subservient; the importance and necessity of the use claimed by one party, and the extent of the injury to the other party; the state of improvement of the country in regard to mills and machinery, and the use of water as a propelling power; the general and established usages of the country in similar cases; and all the other and ever-varying circumstances of each particular case bearing upon the questions of the fitness and propriety of the use of the water under consideration.

5. Evidence of uniform and general custom in like cases is competent, although, of course, not conclusive, upon the question of whether a use is a reasonable one. Usage . . . is some proof of what is considered a reasonable and proper use of that which is a common right, because it affords evidence of the tacit consent of all parties interested to the general convenience or necessity of such use. . . . [M]uch would depend on the character and size of the stream and the uses to which it is adapted. . . .

6. To these rules we think we may properly add another, viz.: Whenever it appears that any use of a stream by one riparian owner interferes with the reasonable use of the stream by a lower riparian owner, . . . [whether] by the interruption, diversion, obstruction, or pollution of the water, the burden of proof is upon the former to show that his use is reasonable, and the greater the injury is to the lower owner the greater necessity for such use must the upper owner show in order to establish its reasonableness. The reasonableness of such use must determine the right, and this must depend in a great degree upon the extent of the detriment to the riparian proprietors below.\(^{158}\)

---

158. Red River Roller Mills v. Wright, 15 N.W. 167, 168–69 (Minn. 1883) (internal
Courts hardly made any progress beyond these vague criteria for at least a century. A half-century later, the best the Restatement of Torts could add was its explanation that

\[ \text{the determination in a particular case of the unreasonableness of a particular use is not and should not be an unreasoned, intuitive conclusion on the part of a court or jury. It is rather an evaluating of the conflicting interests of each of the contestants before the court in accordance with the standards of society, and a weighing of those, one against the other. The law accords equal protection to the interests of all the riparian proprietors in the use of water, and seeks to promote the greatest beneficial use of the water, and seeks to promote the greatest beneficial use by each with a minimum of harm to others. But when one riparian proprietor’s use of the water harmfully invades another’s interest in its use, there is an incompatibility of interest between the two parties to a greater or lesser extent depending on the extent of the invasion, and there is immediately a question whether such a use is legally permissible. It is axiomatic in the law that individuals in society must put up with a reasonable amount of annoyance and inconvenience resulting from the otherwise lawful activities of their neighbors in the use of their land. Hence it is only when one riparian proprietor’s use of the water is unreasonable that another who is harmed by it can complain, even though the harm is intentional. Substantial intentional harm to another cannot be justified as reasonable unless the legal merit or utility of the activity which produces it outweighs the legal seriousness or gravity of the harm.} \]

With demand for water continuing to rise in states following riparian rights—a demand that rose explosively with the recognition of ecological demand for water in the 1970s—states had to confront the shortcomings of traditional riparian rights. Legislatures, as we shall see, chose to replace riparian rights with regulated riparianism.\(^\text{160}\) Courts,
unable to take such an extreme step, sought ways to improve the working of riparian rights. Thus came the application of something like the already-noted natural flow theory against governmental entities. At about the same time, the American Law Institute undertook a review of its summary of riparian rights in the *Restatement (Second) of Torts*. Frank Trelease, then Dean of the University of Wyoming School of Law and the leading water law expert of the time (but who had devoted his entire career to extolling the virtues of appropriative rights), served as Associate Reporter on the review.

Trelease sought to introduce as much of appropriative rights as possible into traditional riparian rights, in other words to move riparian rights from its traditional common property approach toward a more private property approach to water allocation and use. To do so, he sought to introduce at least ten specific changes into the *Restatement’s* version of riparian rights. The two primary changes he sought to establish were to introduce a temporal priority into the balancing process of determining reasonableness and a broadening of the relationship between uses on riparian land and uses on non-riparian land. Temporal priority, in fact, has never played much, if any, role in the application of riparian rights and one cannot find a court that has followed this or almost any other aspect of the *Restatement (Second)*’s approach to riparian rights.

---

161. *See supra* note 119 and accompanying text.
164. *Restatement (Second) of Torts*, intro. note to ch. 41 & app. to § 850A (1982).
165. *See Dellapenna, Introduction to Riparian Rights, supra* note 16, §§ 6.01(c).
166. *Restatement (Second) of Torts* § 850A(h), cmt. k & app.
167. *Id.* §§ 855–857, app.
169. Thus far, courts in 18 reported cases have referred to the *Restatement (Second)* regarding riparian rights; nearly all were general references that did not play a major role in the decision. New Jersey v. Delaware, 552 U.S. 597, 612–13 (2008); Virginia v. Maryland, 540 U.S. 56, 82 (2003) (Stevens, J., dissenting); Lopardo v. Fleming Cos., 97 F.3d 921, 929 (7th Cir. 1996); Okaw Drainage Dist. v. Nat’l Distillers & Chem. Corp., 882 F.2d 1241, 1246 (7th Cir. 1989); Harthman v. Texaco Inc., 846 F. Supp. 1243, 1254 (D.V.I. 1993); Ace Equip. Sales, Inc. v. Buccino, 848 A.2d 474, 479 (Conn. App. Ct. 2004) (relying on the *Restatement (Second)* in its decision), rev’d, 869 A.2d 626, 630–31, 634–37 (Conn. 2005) (relying on caselaw and common law rule); Pyle v. Gilbert, 265 S.E.2d 584, 589 (Ga. 1980); *In re Water Use Permit*
at least part of the *Restatement (Second)*'s reordering of the relationship between riparian and non-riparian uses, recognizing the right of a non-riparian user who has purchased or leased the right to use water from a riparian owner. But, to what extent this would have lasting import in Georgia is far from clear because the state has now adopted a regulated riparian system for its larger water users.

VI. THE REPLACEMENT OF TRADITIONAL RIPARIAN RIGHTS BY REGULATED RIPARIANISM

The various transformations of riparian doctrine have resulted from a complex interplay between climate, stages of economic development, and inherited legal theory. This process was illustrated dramatically in the rejection or modification of riparian rights in western states in favor of temporal priority based on when water was appropriated (first in time, first in right). The process of modifying or abandoning traditional riparian rights continues today, with many eastern states abandoning classic riparian rights in favor of a new permit system that is based on riparian, rather than appropriative, principles. With the demand for water for various uses continuing to increase in the East, even as population growth has stabilized or, in some areas, gone into


172. HORWITZ, supra note 91, at 34–54 (discussing economic development); Abrams, supra note 91, at 1388–1400 (discussing inherited legal theory, climate, and economic development).


174. See Dellapenna, *Regulated Riparianism*, supra note 8, § 9.03(a)(5). The only attempt to introduce appropriative rights into an eastern state (Mississippi) utterly failed. See Dellapenna, *Dual Systems*, supra note 49, § 8.05–05(b).
decline, recurring water shortages have become more frequent. The pressures for change will only accelerate under the impact of global climate change. As a result, users of water increasingly find their need for water to be in conflict with the needs of other, formerly-compatible users; there simply is not enough water to satisfy all needs in the eastern states any longer. In this setting, the shortcomings of traditional riparian rights come to the fore, particularly their inability to prevent a tragedy of the commons.

Today, about half of the states that were once committed to traditional riparian rights have now enacted new regulatory systems that have come to be called “regulated riparianism.” There even is a model law for such statutes: The Regulated Riparian Model Water Code of the American Society of Civil Engineers. The name “regulated riparianism” emphasizes both that the administrative permit process


176. See Dellapenna, Global Climate Disruption, supra note 2, at 409–11.


178. Because some states have adopted a regulated riparian system through incremental statutory change rather than a single, dramatic enactment, the list of adopting states is not entirely settled. As of 2011, my own compilation includes Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Virginia, and Wisconsin. In several of these states, the regulatory system has not been implemented or has only been partially implemented. See Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03.


proceeds essentially on riparian principles, and that the new system is a regulation of, rather than a taking of, riparian rights. In these states, the basic concepts of riparian rights remain in place, but the concepts are managed through an elaborate administrative system that serves not only to protect the public interest but also to determine the rights of individual users among themselves. In short, these states have moved from a common property system to a public property system in which the uses of water are managed at the state or local level by a governmental agency with varying degrees of community involvement.

I have written extensively elsewhere about the characteristics and functioning of regulated riparian systems and will therefore only briefly summarize those features here. Basically, the system authorizes the use of water only through time-limited permits from the state within which the withdrawal occurs. The permits determine water rights, not the riparian nature of the use; yet, the new laws remain within the riparian tradition because the criterion of decision is a “reasonable use” of the water. Temporal priority has only a strictly limited role in the permit process, setting these laws apart from appropriative rights. Because the reasonableness of a use is determined before it begins rather than only when the use is challenged in court, water users are able to know that for the duration of the permit their use will be held to be reasonable and thus can gauge whether their investments can be profitable as well as enabling investors about the proper scale of the investment. Upon expiration of a permit, the continued

181. See Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, §§ 9.01, .04(a)–(b).
182. See Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.01.
183. See Dellapenna, Introduction to Riparian Rights, supra note 16, § 6.01(b)–(b)(1).
184. See generally Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, at § 9.01.
185. MODEL CODE, supra note 179, § 6R-1-01; Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03(a)–.03(a)(4). The duration of permits range from three to twenty years. Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03(b)(4). The Regulated Riparian Model Water Code sets the duration of its permits at twenty years. MODEL CODE, supra, § 7R-1-02.
186. MODEL CODE, supra note 179, § 2R-1-02; Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03(a).
187. MODEL CODE, supra note 179, §§ 2R-1-01, 2R-2-20, 6R-3-01, 6R-3-02; Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03(a), .03(b)(1). Some jurisdictions would substitute the terms “beneficial,” “reasonable-beneficial,” or “equitable” for “reasonable.”
188. MODEL CODE, supra note 179, §§ 6R-1-03, 6R-3-02; Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03(b)(3).
189. See MODEL CODE, supra note 179, §§ 6R-2-01 to 6R-2-08, 6R-3-02, 6R-3-05; Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.03(a)(5)(A), .03(b)(1)–.03(b)(3).
reasonableness of the use is reexamined, introducing a desirable flexibility into the development, use, and protection of water resources.\footnote{190} Regulated riparian statutes also include numerous provisions for the protection of the public interest.\footnote{191}

Some commentators have expressed concern that if the duration is too short it will discourage investment in water-use facilities, but this does not seem to have been a problem in practice even in the states with the shortest durations.\footnote{192} Administering agencies have been, if anything, too sensitive to the fears of large institutional investors in water. Administering agencies seldom flatly refuse to renew a permit,\footnote{193} although new and more stringent conditions are sometimes attached at the time of renewal. Agencies in fact work with major water users in crafting responses to water emergencies and contrary to the expressed intent of the regulated riparian statutes, they have not made their own expert determinations regarding the matter.\footnote{194} In practice, these agencies often fail to exercise their managerial powers sufficiently rather than too aggressively.\footnote{195} The cost of imposing an elaborate administrative system is substantial,\footnote{196} which raises issues about the wisdom of creating the administrative machinery if it is not going to be implemented effectively, or in some states, at all. Some states have reacted to these concerns by limiting their regulated riparian system to certain water basins or other areas of the state where the competition for water is most intense and therefore the need for administrative

\footnote{190. While some regulated riparian statutes allow for market transfers of permits, there is no reason to think such markets will function more effectively than they have under a private property system such as appropriative rights. \textit{MODEL CODE}, \textit{supra} note 179, §§ 1R-1-07, 7R-2-01 to 7R-2-04, 7R-3-05, 9R-1-01, 9R-1-02; Dellapenna, \textit{Regulated Riparianism}, \textit{supra} note 8, § 9.03(d). \textit{See generally} Dellapenna, \textit{The Importance of Getting Names Right}, \textit{supra} note 13.}

\footnote{191. \textit{MODEL CODE}, \textit{supra} note 179, §§ 1R-1-01, 3R-1-01 to 3R-2-05, 4R-2-01 to 4R-3-05, 7R-3-01 to 7R-3-07; Dellapenna, \textit{Regulated Riparianism}, \textit{supra} note 8, §§ 9.03(a)(3), 9.05–.05(d).}

\footnote{192. Dellapenna, \textit{Regulated Riparianism}, \textit{supra} note 8, § 9.03(a)(4).}

\footnote{193. \textit{See}, e.g., Alexander Lane, \textit{N.J. Too Generous with Water, Critics Say State Permits for Big Users Rose Last Year}, \textit{STAR–LEDGER} (Newark, N.J.), Sept. 28, 2003, at 21 (reporting increases in authorized water withdrawals during a major drought).


\footnote{195. \textit{See}, e.g., Lane, \textit{supra} note 193 (“Water enforcement needs to get to the point where [the state] is able to say no . . . [a]nd they haven’t been able to do that.”). \textit{But see id.} (“Some are criticizing [the state] for producing permits too slowly.”).}

\footnote{196. Dellapenna, \textit{Regulated Riparianism}, \textit{supra} note 8, § 9.05(a)(5)(C).}
oversight is greatest. It will be interesting to observe how these systems evolve in the future.

VII. CONCLUSION

More likely than not, before long, little will be left of riparian rights as known in the nineteenth and much of the twentieth century except perhaps for vestiges in the few geographic pockets where supplies of usable water continue to exceed local demand, for exempted smaller users, and for disputes over non-consumptive issues. Even steps such as the 2008 amendment to Ohio’s constitution that enshrines the reasonable use rule for the water of a lake or watercourse as a property right of riparian landowners may not prevent the eventual abandonment of traditional riparian rights in that state given the reality of water uses now and in the likely future. After all, already, no state truly relies on only “pure” riparian rights. All states have some regulatory statutes that deal with at least certain limited aspects of water quantity issues—regulating public water systems and perhaps certain other kinds of water use. Federal law, however, requires every state’s regulations on water quality issues to be consistent with federal standards. Lawyers and jurists will continue to adapt traditional

---

197. Id. § 9.03(a)(1).
199. OHIO CONST. art. 1, § 19b(D).
200. Dellapenna, Global Climate Disruption, supra note 2, §§ 438–445. See generally Dellapenna, Regulated Riparianism, supra note 8, § 9.02–.02(d).
201. Section 303(a)(1) of the Clean Water Act provides as follows:

In order to carry out the purpose of this Act, any water quality standard applicable to interstate waters which was adopted by any State and submitted to, and approved by, or is awaiting approval by, the Administrator pursuant to this Act as in effect immediately prior to the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, shall remain in effect unless the Administrator determined that such standard is not consistent with the applicable requirements of this Act as in effect immediately prior to the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. If the Administrator makes such a determination he shall, within three months after the date of enactment of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, notify the State and specify the changes needed to meet such requirements. If such changes are not adopted by the State within ninety days after the date of such notification, the Administrator shall promulgate such changes in accordance with subsection (b) of this section.
riparian theory to modern needs. It seems highly likely that this trend will continue.